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Abstract: In 2004–2005 with the help of a Fulbright scholarship the author studied the folk music of two Native American tribes, the Dakota and the Navajo. The article presents the main characteristics of the Dakota folksongs (scales, range, rhythm, melodic movements) and their classification. The author calls the attention to the most characteristic similarities and differences between Dakota songs and the Turk-Mongolian folk music and shows a descending pentatonic “quintile-shift” melody group whose specific forms blossom in the Dakota, Mongolian, Hungarian and Chechmis-Chuvash folk music.
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Is there any relationship between the folk music of some American Indians tribes and the folk music of Turkic, Mongolian or Hungarian people? Or is this question a nonsense? Not at all, since the ancestors of the American Indians had moved to the Western hemisphere form Asia in a series of migrations; and from Alaska they spread east and south.¹

And another question: what does a Hungarian ethnomusicologist take the liberty from to say something on the folk music of American Indians, especially as according to Nettl (1954: VI):

During the first half of the twentieth century, aboriginal North America has become the continent of primitive cultures whose music has been the most extensively studied and is best known.²

Indeed, American scholars and amateurs made enormous researches among Native Americans; as the joke says the smallest Indian family had five members: father, mother, two children and an anthropologist. Is there any need then for a Hungarian scholar to gnaw

¹ American Indians do not like this theory because it contradicts their myths. Of reason of this disliking is that if they had come from another continent they could have been treated as ‘immigrants’.
² Nettl: 1954.
off gnawed bones? The answer to this question is also positive. Hungarian and American scholars use different methods, and a Hungarian comparative musical analysis might bring forth important results in ethnomusicology, and may even give new results on the origin of the Indians. The thorough knowledge of the Turkic, Mongolian and Hungarian folk music is not a disadvantage either.

Hungarian ethnomusicologists searching for the eastern relations of Hungarian music made significant efforts exploring the folk music of the Volga-Kama region and that of Turkey. Later the area of the research was extended to Azeri, Kazakh, Kyrgyz, Karachay, Mongolian and other peoples as well.

It was known that similarly to many Turkic and Mongolian peoples, the melodies of many Native American tribes move on pentatonic scales. This fact motivated some Hungarian researchers to collect among Native Americans, though these researches were carried out only in South-America and were not too extensive either.

In 2004–2005 as a Fulbright scholar at the Department for Ethnomusicology of UCLA I had the opportunity to study the folk music of two Native American tribes, the Dakota and the Navajo. I started my work with transcribing and analyzing many hundreds of Dakota songs collected by Willard Rhodes in 1939–1941 in Pine Ridge, Montana.

I was ready to do field work. My university colleagues warned me not to visit Indians; You will not be able to collect melodies from them – they said. It was clear that white men do not have a good reputation among Native Americans. However, I had a great advantage: I am not American, Spanish, English or French. Being the son of a smaller nation it is easier to play ball with another small and oppressed people.

I had another difficulty: songs have special importance for the Indians, they are often personal or tribal property and Indians do not easily give them out. One may not use someone else's songs without first having been given those songs, or at least the right to use them. This is usually accomplished by giving a gift to the song's owner. Today, as it was in the past, many Indian song makers say that the inspiration for their songs is acquired through dreams or visions. It is said that often a song maker will hear a song in a dream, and will wake up singing it. Certain songs and ceremonies, such as Navajo blessing chants, must be performed precisely. Any deviation or errors in the words or music negate the power of the song and the whole process must either be abandoned or restarted from the beginning. In other words, a song accompanying a religious ceremony not only sets the mood for the worshippers, but carries power in itself.

Despite of all these difficulties I carried out nice field-works among both Navajo (300 songs) and Dakota Indians (250 songs). Navajos are today the largest East American Indian tribe; they speak their own language and keep their culture alive to a large extent. In 2004–2005 we started a research series among them with Jerry L. Jaccard, the Vice-President of the International Kodály Society, who used to be a teacher in the Four Corner Navajo reservation for a longer period.

---

3 Béla Bartók in Turkey (1936); László Vikár and Gábor Bereczki among Finno-Ugrian and Turkic ethnic groups living in the Central Volga Region (1958–1979).
6 This material is in the Archives of Ethnomusicology, UCLA.
7 Bierrhorst: 1979, p. 5.
The reason of choosing the Dakotas was different. Most ethnomusicologists accept the important place of northern Indian music among the American Indian styles, and this music plays an outstanding role in contemporary powwows as well. Here, too, I needed someone to introduce me into a Dakota community. A Dakota man, Dwight Youpee, who worked at the Department for American Indian Studies (UCLA) made friends with me, and recommended me to his acquaintance in the Fort Peck Community College. In November 2004 I flew from Los Angeles to Salt Lake City with a giant airplane, from there to the north, to Billings with a much smaller one, and from there with a tiny aircraft with ten seats to Wolf Point, where my helper, Adrian Spotted Bird was waiting for me.

These wonderful people put me up, sung their songs, introduced the musical repertoire of their ceremonies, they even invited me to sing with them in the sweat lodge and smoke the pipe of peace. The time I spent among them will remain one of the most remarkable memories of my staying in America. Though there were serious alcohol and drug problems in the reservation, I was bewitched by the philosophical and emotional greatness of the Indian intellectuals.

Let me say now a few words on the music of the North American Indians. The common origin of the Amerindians explains the physical characteristics that Amerindians have in common, while the several waves of migration are supposed to account for the many native linguistic families.\(^8\)

There are lots of common characteristics of the music of the different North-American Indian tribes. Common is the descending melodic line, the pentatonic scales and frequent is the vocal tension. At the same time there is a great diversity of musical styles. These can generally be grouped into divisions which follow roughly the major cultural areas. Naturally, where cultural areas meet and overlap, there is a sharing of characteristics. However, some areas developed more or less independently for several centuries (e.g. Southwest and California or the Great Basin).\(^9\)

There are several publications on the music of the Dakota people.\(^10\) From these I mention

---

\(^8\) Charles and Florence Voegelin keep in evidence 221 different languages only in North-America (VOEGELIN – VOEGELIN: 1966).


\(^10\) POWERS: 1990; JURRENS: 1965. The first important study with a number of transcriptions was written by Baker in 1882 (BAKER: 1882: reprint publication with English translation by Ann Buckley): On the Music of the North American Indians, The Netherlands, 1976. Carl Stumpf wrote the first comparative musicology study on the music of one tribe with only 9 songs included (STUMPF: 1886). Many collections of Indian songs were published with transcriptions but without musical analysis, e.g. CURTIS-BURLING: 1907; CURTIS: 1907–1930; DENSMORE and RHODES described the study of Indian music in the nineteenth century (DENSMORE: 1927; RHODES: 1952). The German comparative musicologists Abraham and Hornbostel wrote one monograph on the music of the Thompson River Indians (ABRAHAM – HORNBOSTEL: 1906). During the nineteenth and early twentieth century a large amount of melodies was collected, some of them were published but usually without transcriptions and musical analysis. Some important publications: MOONEY: 1896; CRINGAN: 1899; MATTHEWS: 1892; BOAS: 1888. In the first half of the twentieth century the most important field workers were Frances Densmore, Helen H. Roberts and George Herzog. Densmore concentrated mainly on Plain Indians making a huge amount of recording, transcriptions, and analysis. Helen H. Roberts was the first who tried to give the entire picture of North American Indian Music. NETTL (1954: vii) questions her musical areas but accepts her study among the
two, containing many transcriptions and some analysis as well. Frances Densmore (1918) did a complete analysis of the Teton Dakota of the Eastern part of the state of South Dakota and Juries (1965) investigated the music of the Dakota Indians of the Rosebud Reservation.

Analyzing the Dakota songs I used the songs in the Rhodes collection and those collected by myself. First, let us have a glance at the scales, the range, the rhythm and the melodic movements. For lack of space in this paper I discuss only Dakota melodies moving on the A’-(G)-E-D-C-A la penta- or tetratonic scale.

**Scales and range.** As we have already mentioned the interest of the Hungarian scholars was aroused by the pentatonic character of the American Indian music. However, in the Rhodes collection a remarkable phenomenon was to be observed. In contrast to the A-pentatonic scale in many Asian melodies the majority of the Dakota songs in the Rhodes collection are moving on the (A’)-E-D-C-A tetratonic scale.\(^{11}\)

Nonetheless, the intonation of the tones in the scales might be strange to an ear being accustomed to European music (though not to the connoisseurs of different Inner Asian musics). As John Bierhorst, a writer and compiler of information about Indian culture explains:

"... just as in the music of the birds, Indian music does not always keep to the fixed tones that can be played on the piano. Some notes are actually quarter tones – in between the half tones on the piano. Here and there a note may be made up of several tones, like a syllable of ordinary speech."

The Northern Plain singers usually sing with a certain amount of tension in the throat and vocal chords.

**Rhythm and meter.** In contrast to the most characteristic Asian musical styles many Dakota (and generally North American Indian) songs do not fit any standard 3/4 or 4/4 time signatures; a different time signature must be used for nearly every measure. "Putting these songs into notation is like putting them into a straitjacket."\(^{12}\) At the same time songs connected with dances tend to have more of what might be called body rhythm, that regular foot-tapping kind of beat.\(^{13}\) Singers do not always mark the beginning or the end of musical phrases with accents, long notes or pauses. Having equal intensity, the drumbeats do not help to define the structure of the songs either. 6/8 (3+3) and its extension to 9/8 (3+3+3) are common time signatures but here, too, we often are in trouble as to where to put the bar lines.\(^{14}\) Similarly, the rhythmic formulas in different sections of Dakota songs

---

\(^{11}\) Many contemporary melodies sung in powwows and the reservations moves on the (C’)-A’-G’-E-D-C-A la-pentatonic scale.

\(^{12}\) BIERHORST: 1979, p. 6.

\(^{13}\) BIERHORST: 1979, p. 6.

\(^{14}\) We might use triplets or changing 2/4 and 3/4 time signatures as well. The special metric and rhythmic
might differ considerably. Also, there are only a few isometric and/or isorhythmic Dakota songs.

The texts are usually not strophic; meaningful words alternate vocables and many texts contain exclusively vocables without exact meaning but are sung the same way every time. Most probably American Indians do not feel the necessity to use many words because a few words can satisfactorily express a widely known idea or event. This phenomenon above is frequent in Inner Mongolian folk songs too, but rare in the folk music of Turkic or Hungarian peoples.

A remarkable phenomenon is that drummer and singer start out and end together, but the rhythm of the vocal and the drum may shift from each other throughout the song. The vocal part sings ahead of the drumbeats for a while, as they say at the powwows they ‘sing off the beat’. A similar but not identical kind of rhythmic shift can also be seen in various forms in the folk music of different peoples. As an example, the fiddler of a Hungarian gypsy band often plays an eights value ahead of the band but not later than at the end of each song it rejoins the accompaniment. Though here we cannot imagine any genetic relations, the examination of this rhythmic phenomenon in different musical words would be important.

In Dakota folk music, the drum often stresses the weak parts of the bars: in binary measure it beats \(\downarrow\uparrow\downarrow\). This phenomenon is well known in other parts of the world too, though not in Inner Asia. A more specific Amerindian phenomenon is that the drum beats \(\uparrow\downarrow\uparrow\downarrow\) rhythm not only in 6/8 but also in 2/4 time signature.\(^5\) As if Dakota people sometimes would feel triple pulsation in even-numbered bars as well. I observed this beautiful and original phenomenon in several of the melodies of the Rhodes collection, but not in the newer recordings.

**Melodic line.** The melodic movements of the Dakota songs obey some general rules. The descending tendency and the tetradotonic scale limit the number of possible steps. Melodies often begin on the tonic then jump up to the fifth or even to the octave. Inside sections typical melodic movements are recitation on a tone or one or two steps in the same direction followed by a step back. In contrast, Middle-Asian pentatonic melodies are characterized by more vehement melodic movements. At the beginning and at the end of the Dakota melodies we often hear sound-repeating initial and closing formulas. Repetitions of melodic sections are usually very accurate, except at the beginning of the melody which tends to be changed or even omitted.

Let me now introduce the central melodies, which characterize the whole material best. As criteria for the classification I choose the cadences (last note of the melodic sections) and the range of the melodies.\(^6\)

\(^5\) Seemingly similar is the rhythm of the Valzer of Vienna, but here the function and the inner rhythm of the accompaniment is basically different.

\(^6\) Cadences are the last note of the melodic sections.
A. Melodies with narrow ranges

There are melodies moving on 3 or 4 tones: (E)-D-C-A. These melodies may differ from each other considerably and probably represent different old layers of the Dakota folk music. Simplest is a story song reciting on C then descending to A, and some lullabies moving up and down on the D-C-A triton sometimes reaching E as well. The majority of these basic songs built up of two short repeated sections with C or D cadences have a descending character (Ex. 1).

Example 1. Narrow-range melody

B. The central musical style (descending an octave)

The melodies of the most important central musical style are characterized by different realizations of an octave descent.

1. Steady descent in one section (+ an additional descent)

Lots of Dakota melodies descend an octave from A’ to A without an interruption by long notes, repeated notes or longer breaks. The second half of the melody usually shows a descent from D or E. (Ex. 2)

Example 2. Steady descent on an octave

2. Descent with inner cadence – two-section melodies

There are melodies with two different sections, where the first section descends from A’ to a middle sustained or repeated cadence note (C, D or E). The second section descends from A’ or E to the tonic. Ex. 3 is seemingly three-sectioned, but the third section only reassures the closing formula at the end of the second section.
3. Three-section melodies

Often accurate E and C (or E and D) repeated cadence notes divide the octave-descent into three balanced parts. (Ex. 4)

Example 4. Three-section melody with E-C-A cadences (18–15)
Four-section Dakota and Hungarian melodies

In Dakota folk music the four-section form is relatively rare and the genre of these melodies is usually ‘love song’. They have descending character too, the descent beginning from the octave. According to the cadences there are five different groups of these songs.\(^\text{17}\) The first sections usually move in the upper half of the octave, the middle sections in the middle register and the last sections in the lower register of the octave. In the next table we compare some characteristics of the Dakota and Hungarian songs.\(^\text{18}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dakota</th>
<th>Hungarian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tone set</td>
<td>tetratonic</td>
<td>pentatonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sections</td>
<td>descending</td>
<td>descending</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now, let us see two representatives of the four-sectioned Dakota melodies and their Hungarian parallels (Ex. 5a,b).


\(^{18}\) As we saw earlier, Dakota songs do not use the G tone, which plays an important role in Hungarian melodies. In Hungarian melodies sometimes F appears between E and A′, hiding the pentatonic character. In the closing sections of Hungarian melodies Bb can also often be heard.
Example 5. Four-part Dakota melodies and their Hungarian parallels. a) Dakota melody with E-C-D cadences (9–14) and a Hungarian parallel 16-029-00-01); b) Dakota melody with E-D-C cadences (7–23a) and a Hungarian parallel (17–122).

Example 6. Fifth-shifting Dakota melody with A’-E-C cadences (26–2) – Hungarian variant (18–018) – Mongolian parallel (MO1-94)

Fifth-shifting Dakota, Hungarian and Mongolian melodies

The fourth type of the four-sectioned songs has a special importance as they have a disjunctive structure: the first part moving in the upper half of the octave with a cadence on E, and the second half moves in the lower part. In this way, they show some similarities to some pentatonic fifth-shifting Mongolian, Tatar, Chuvash and Hungarian melody types. Within the scope of the present study, we cannot compare the Dakota, Hungarian and Mongolian fifth-shifting styles in details, only a few examples are provided here (Ex. 6).

---

19 The numbers after Dakota songs refer to the number of the CD and the track of the digitized Rhodes 1939 collection in the UCLA Ethnomusicology Archives. The number after the Hungarian songs refers to the ID number of the Hungarian melody type.

20 I compared Hungarian, Cheremis, Chuvash, Mongolian and Chinese fifth-shifting styles in detail in Sipos (2001c).
C. Melody types with larger range

There are a limited number of Dakota melodies with a range wider than an octave. As an example I show a four-sectioned melody with A’-E-C-A cadences (Ex. 7).

Example 7. Melodies with large range: four-section melody with A’-E-C-A cadences (23–9)

Conclusion

Are there similar musical layers in Dakota, Hungarian and Mongolian folk music? These songs move on similar scales with a descending tendency, what is more there are four-section and even fifth-shifting melody parallels as well. However, in many cases rhythm, melodic and motif structure show considerably different features. One of the most important differences is that while the sections of Dakota songs show a continuously descending character, Inner Asian pentatonic songs are often built up from motifs.

Are these differences the consequence of the separation of a one-time common musical culture or are they an accidental similarity between two musical cultures that have never had any contact with each other? The science of ethnomusicology is not yet able to answer this question with certainty. However, the musical analysis above allows the possibility of the Asian origin of certain (four-sectioned) Dakota musical layers. Therefore, we may consider these melodies as slightly different realizations of a common musical base.

Though the majority of A-pentatonic Dakota melodies belong to the same musical style, Dakota music is a significant creation characterized by homogeneous and clear forms, just as all great musical styles are.

---

21 Thirteen melodies out of the total 200. This portion is much higher in the material I collected in 2004.

22 It is thought provoking that we have found most of the similarities among the four-section songs. It would be more logical to find similarities among songs having simpler forms too.

23 Not counting the jumping up movements at the beginning of some Dakota melody sections.

24 This musical world is more homogeneous and simple than that of the Hungarian or Anatolian.
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